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Abstract—The image down-conversion may be used in the 

block-based image compression because it can help save lots of bit-
counts for each individual block. A straightforward way to 
implement the transform domain down-conversion is to truncate 
some high-frequency components to get a down-sized coefficient 
block. However, directly using this down-sized coefficient block to 
reconstruct a completed image block will lead to a serious quality 
degradation. In this paper, we propose a constrained quantization 
based transform domain down-conversion (CQTDD) to help 
compress each 16×16 macro-block and it makes the coding quality 
of 1/4 selected pixels (according to a regular pattern) in each 
macro-block much higher than that can be achieved by using the 
traditional truncation based approach. Meanwhile, the other 3/4 
pixels will be interpolated by using those 1/4 well-reconstructed 
pixels. Furthermore, these 1/4 pixels are optimized before the 
compression to help get a more efficient interpolation. Finally, the 
proposed CQTDD works with the JPEG baseline coding together 
as two candidate coding modes in our proposed compression 
scheme. Experimental results demonstrate that our proposed 
method may offer a remarkable quality gain, both objectively and 
subjectively, compared with some existing methods. 

Keywords—Down-conversion; image compression; constrained 
quantization 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
The image down-conversion may be achieved via either the spatial 

down-sampling in the pixel domain or directly removing some high-
frequency components in the transform domain. This technique 
provides us a potential way to improve the compression efficiency in 
the block-based image compression due to its saving on bit-counts for 
each coded image block. Over the past ten years, lots of down-
conversion techniques [1]-[10] have been proposed and some of them 
has been used in the image compression. More specifically, several 
down-sampling modes are proposed in [4] to make a more efficient 
compression on image signals at low bit-rates. Its simplified but more 
efficient version is the so-called super-resolution directed down-
sampling (SRDDS) based method [5] in which only two coding modes, 
i.e., the JPEG baseline coding and the SRDDS-based coding, are 
included for the image compression. Moreover, the collaborative 
adaptive down-sampling and up-conversion (CADU) technique [6] 
makes use of the directional low-pass filtering to preserve the edge 
information in the down-sized image so that a better decompressed 
image may be obtained from it via a constrained least squares based 
interpolation. Meanwhile, the interpolation-dependent image down-
sampling (IDID) [7] is implemented by generating an optimal down-
sized image for an efficient interpolation through minimizing the mean 
square error (MSE) between the original image and the interpolated one, 
and this technique has been used in the low bit-rate image coding.  

Among the down-conversion based compression methods, it is 
noticed that the simplest way to implement the down-sampling in the 
transform domain is to remove some high-frequency components in 

the transformed block. However, the quality of the decompressed 
image obtained by directly reconstructing the reserved transform 
coefficients is always so limited. To solve this problem, we use our 
proposed constrained quantization [11] to improve the compression 
efficiency for this method. Firstly, we select 1/4 pixels in a 16×16 
macro-block according to a regular pattern (as shown in Fig.1 (a)) to 
make an interpolation-directed optimization on them for a better 
interpolation-based final  reconstruction. After the discrete cosine 
transform (DCT) is performed on this modified macro-block, only 
1/4 low-frequency components which compose an 8×8 coefficient 
block at the top-left corner of the transformed macro-block are 
reserved while the other 3/4 coefficients are replaced by zeros. Then, 
our proposed constrained quantization with an iterative compensation 
algorithm is applied to this transformed macro-block. Finally, the 
further compression, especially entropy coding, is only performed on 
the 8×8 down-sized coefficient block which has been updated 
according to the constrained quantization algorithm. So far, we have 
implemented the constrained quantization based transform domain 
down-conversion (CQTDD) for the compression on the 16×16 
macro-block. When we need to conduct the decompression, the 
down-sized 8×8 coefficient block is first padded by zeros to construct 
a 16×16 coefficient block. Next, the inverse DCT (IDCT) is 
performed on it and only 1/4 selected pixels are reserved. Finally, 
these reserved pixels are used to interpolate the other 3/4 pixels to 
finish the final reconstruction. This CQTDD-based compression 
method works in conjunction with the traditional JPEG baseline coding 
method as two candidate coding modes to compress each 16×16 
macro-block. Moreover, the mode decision is carried out according to a 
simple but efficient rate distortion optimization (RDO) based 
determination criterion. 

II. TRADITIONAL TRANSFORM DOMAIN DOWN-CONVERSION 
BASED IMAGE COMPRESSION 

Let’s use x2D=[xi,j]N×N to denote an N×N image block and after the 
2-D DCT is performed on it, we get the transformed block 
X2D=[Xi,j]N×N, where X2D=D∙x2D∙DT and D is the DCT matrix. More 
specifically, X may be represented as: 

 00 01
2D

10 11

 
=  

 

X X
X

X X
 (1) 

where each Xi,j is an N/2×N/2 sub-block of X2D. 

In the traditional truncation based down-conversion for the image 
compression, in order to get a down-sized N/2×N/2 coefficient block, 
X01, X10 and X11 will be removed from X2D and only X00 is remained for 
the further compression. When we need to decompress the whole block, 
the quantized X00, denoted as 00X̂ , is padded with zeros to compose a 
completed quantized coefficient block for X2D as: 

 00
2D

ˆˆ  
=  

 

0
0 0

XX . (2) 
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After such a padding, the 2-D IDCT is directly performed on 2DX̂ to 
get the decoded block 2Dx̂ for x2D. However, such a reconstruction 
often leads to a very limited perceptual quality. To solve this problem, 
lots of advanced transform domain up-conversion techniques [8]-[10] 
have been proposed. 

III. CONSTRAINED QUANTIZATION BASED TRANSFORM DOMAIN 
DOWN-CONVERSION FOR IMAGE COMPRESSION 

It is noticed that a serious quality degradation will occur on 
2Dx̂ because most high-frequency information of x2D is lost during 

the above down-conversion based compression. In other words, 
removing these components performs like using a strong quantization 
to make them zeros. More interestingly, such an operation works 
exactly as we have studied in our work [11] where a novel 
constrained quantization technique is developed. 

A. Constrained quantization  
In the 1-D case, each vector x1D= [x0,…,xN−1]

T
 in the pixel 

domain may be transformed to obtain a coefficient vector 
X1D= [X0,…,XN−1]

T
= D∙x. Next, the quantization is done on all 

transform coefficients to get 1D 0 1= [ , , ]T
N

ˆ ˆ ˆX X −X . Finally, the 

IDCT reconstructs all pixels as 1D 1D
T ˆˆ = ⋅x D X .  

Let’s select any K (0≤K≤N−1) positions in the pixel domain and 
denote them as Ω ={p0,…,pK−1}. Then, the sum of square error (SSE) 
over the pixels on these selected positions should be calculated as: 

 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )

2
1D 1D 1D 1D2

1D 1D 1D 1D

T T

T

ˆ ˆˆ

ˆ ˆ

Ω Ω− = − −

= − −

x x X X A A X X

X X W X X
 (3) 

where xΩ represents the vector (with its size reduced from N to K) 
composed of all selected pixels at positions pi∈Ω and A is a K×N 
matrix obtained by keeping K rows of DT which are corresponding to K 
selected positions belonging to Ω. Obviously, the N×N matrix W 
would be the identity one if all pixels in x1D are selected. However, 
such a property no longer holds when only a part of pixels are selected. 
Because of the non-identity structure of W in this scenario, the SSE 
distortion in the pixel domain (the left term of Eq. (3)) and the 
quantization errors (the right term of Eq. (3)) are related through a 
rather complicated weighting process. In particular, many cross-terms 
appear in this weighting process so that the normal quantization will no 
longer be the best strategy. In the meantime, our goal here is to achieve 
the minimum SSE distortion over the K selected positions, which leads 
to a highly constrained quantization on X1D. 

A further study of W reveals that it is symmetric and the rank of 
it is K. It can be factorized via a modified Cholesky decomposition as: 
 T= ⋅W Ψ Ψ   (4) 

whereΨ  is a K×N matrix. This process is referred to as the 
generalized Cholesky decomposition. As a result, Eq. (4) can be 
rewritten as: 

( )( ) ( )( )2
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j j K
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∑ ∑

x x X X X XΨ Ψ

 (5) 

where k k k
ˆE X X= −  represents the normal quantization error and ϕi,j 

is the element of Ψ . 

To minimize the SSE according to Eq.(5), we develop a reversed 
iterative algorithm in [11] to achieve this goal, as summarized in the 
following: 

 
1. Initialization: Set 0kX̂ =  for k = N−1,…,K, and calculate  

k k k
ˆE X X= − ; 

2. Iteration: 

for k = K−1:−1:0 
Step-1: calculate the compensation amount: 

∆ k = (ϕk,k+1Ek+1+…+ϕk,N−1EN−1)/bk,k ; 
Step-2: perform the constrained quantization on Xk : 

( )k s k kX̂ Q X ∆= + ; 

 Step-3: compute the quantization error k k k
ˆE X X= − . 

end for 
 

where Qs stands for the uniform scalar quantization used in the JPEG 
baseline coding.  

The key involved here is to calculate a correction term ∆ k for 
each of the leading K coefficients before it is quantized, and such a 
compensation term for a particular coefficient at the kth(k∈ [0, K−1]) 
position depends only on the quantization errors resulted from all 
coefficients that are behind the position k. Notice that ∆ k could be 
rather large for some k∈ [0, K−1] and thus the corresponding 
quantized value would be very different from what can be obtained 
by using the normal quantization directly. 

In the 2-D case, all 2-D elements will be converted into the 1-D 
elements to implement the constrained quantization. More specifically, 
an N×N image block x2D=[xi,j]N×N is first converted into a column-wise 
vector x1D through concatenating all columns. Meanwhile, the 2-D 
separate transform is converted into a 1-D transform via the Kronecker 
product. i.e., DN

2
×N

2=DN×N⨂DN×N. Based on K selected pixels’ 
positions according to a predefined pattern and the inverse transform 
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Fig. 1. Proposed constrained quantization based transform domain down-conversion for block-based image compression. 
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matrix (DN
2

×N
2)T, we can generate AK×N2 by selecting K rows of 

(DN
2

×N
2)T corresponding to all selected positions. Then, we get the 

weighting matrix WN 2×N2=(AK×N2)T⋅AK×N2, and the generalized 
Cholesky decomposition is applied to WK2×K2 to get WN2×N2=Ψ T⋅Ψ. 
After obtaining Ψ, we run the reversed iterative algorithm on x1D to 
implement the constrained quantization. 

B. Constrained quantization for the transform domain down-
conversion 
Based on the discussion on the traditional transform domain down-

conversion in Section-II, it is found that 3/4 high-frequency 
components are forced to zeros and this is the same as the quantization 
strategy used in our proposed constrained quantization in which 3/4 
high-frequency components are quantized to zeros and they will be 
discarded accordingly. Meanwhile, we use the normal quantization 
used in the JPEG baseline coding to quantize the other remained 
coefficients. Finally, the entropy coding is performed on the remained 
coefficients and we may use them to reconstruct an entire compressed 
macro-block by using the 2-D IDCT and the image interpolation. 

More specifically, to implement the constrained quantization in this 
work, we make N = 256(16×16) and K= 64(8×8). The 64 reserved 
positions of the 16×16 macro-block are displayed in Fig.1(a). Also. 
we separate the whole macro-block into two parts to run different 
scanning for each part: the top left 8×8 block of coefficients are 
extracted from the original block and then put independently in the 
front according to its own zig-zag ordering and the other coefficients 
are scanned along the vertical direction, as shown in Fig.1(b). The 
macro-block will be converted into a vector according to this 
scanning order and the columns of the inverse transform matrix will 
also be swapped correspondingly. 

C. Interpolation-directed optimization 
Let’s use Ω↑ x to denote an interpolated column-wise vector 

obtained from xΩ for x2D , and this interpolation may be represented as: 
 = Ω Ω↑ ⋅Hx x ,  (6) 

where H is the interpolation matrix which is derived from the used 
interpolation method and is known at both the encoder and decoder 
sides. In general, the optimal xΩ will be determined as follows : 

 2
1D 2

arg min
Ω

Ω Ω= ⋅ −

x
Hx x x . (7) 

As a result, we get the optimal xΩ as: 

 ( ) ( )1

1D
T T−

Ω = ⋅ H H Hx x . (8) 

Finally, we use Ωx to replace xΩ in x1D and perform our proposed 
CQTDD algorithm on  x1D to implement the compression. 

D. Mode decision in the proposed compression scheme 
The proposed CQTDD-based coding method is used in the 

compression for each 16×16 macro-block and works with the JPEG 

baseline coding method as two candidate coding modes for each 
macro-block. The mode determination is carried out according to a 
simple RDO-based criterion composed of the product of the MSE and 
the bit-count of the macro-block. Accordingly, 1 overhead bit is 
required to represent the mode information for each macro-block. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
We present some simulations results in this section to compare 

our proposed method with some other ones. More specifically, our 
proposed CQTDD algorithm is applied to each 16×16 macro-block 
and the bicubic interpolation is used to help implement the 
reconstruction for each macro-block. 

First of all, we verify the efficiency of the interpolation-directed 
optimization on the 1/4 reserved pixels in our proposed CQTDD-
based coding method. The simulation results for three test images of 
Lena, Foreman and Kodim23 which are used in [5] are shown in Fig.2. 
It is seen from Fig.2 that if the optimization is not performed on the 1/4 
reserved pixels before the compression, the overall quality of the 
decoded image will drop significantly even though these pixels get a 
very excellent reconstruction from our proposed constrained 
quantization. Obviously, this quality degradation is caused by the lack 
of enough prior information for the interpolation. Meanwhile, because 
the interpolation-directed optimization is used to enhance the overall 
quality for the entire compressed macro-block instead of its 1/4 
reserved well-reconstructed pixels, a overall quality gain has been 
achieved but a quality degradation occurs on these 1/4 reserved pixels 
in the CQTDD-based coding after the optimization .  

Secondly, Fig.3 shows the performances of three block-based 
compression schemes (instead of the JPEG2000-like compression 
one), including the JPEG baseline coding method, the SRDDS-based 
coding approach which performs best according to the experimental 
results in [5] and our proposed CQTDD-based compression scheme. 
All of these methods are applied to the test images of Lena, Foreman, 
Kodim23, Fishingboat, Barbara and the first frame of BasketballDrill. 
Apparently, Fig. 3 shows that our proposed method always performs 
better than other methods: up to 4dB than the JPEG baseline coding 
method and up to 1.5dB than the SRDDS-based coding approach. 

Finally, some portions chosen from the decoded image Fishingboat  
using three approaches are shown in Fig.4. It is very clear from these 
visual results that our proposed method provides a much better visual 
quality for the compressed images. 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper, we introduce a constrained quantization based 

transform domain down-conversion method in the block-based image 
compression. This method is used to compress each 16×16 macro-
blocks for image signals where the constrained quantization technique 
guarantees that 1/4 pixels locating on the specific positions in each 
macro-block will get a better reconstruction (than the other 3/4 pixels) 
and the interpolation-directed optimization on these pixels makes a 
better overall quality for the reconstructed image. In our future work, 
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Fig.2. Verification of the interpolation-directed optimization in the CQTDD-based coding method. 
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we will try to use some more efficient interpolation schemes to replace 
the bicubic interpolation in our current work so that the better 
interpolated pixels may be obtained.  
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Fig.3. R-D performances of various compression schemes for test images. 

  

  
  (a)  (b) 

  
  (c)  (d) 
Fig.4. Portions of the image “Fishingboat” with bit-rate=0.34bpp: (a) 
Original; (b) JPEG baseline coding (overall quality: 30.48dB ); (c) 
SRDDS-based method (overall quality: 30.71dB); (d) Our proposed 
CQTDD-based method (overall quality:31.31dB). 
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